Introduction
The fundamental principle of a blaze grating is the same as the one in a Fresnel prism (or Fresnel lens) [1, 2] . A charac− teristic repeated asymmetric saw tooth pattern of phase re− tardation, caused either by variation in thickness (Fresnel prism) or by variation in refractive index (e.g. liquid crystal blaze grating), gives rise to perfect prism behaviour of the grating for a wavelength for which the vertical discontinuity corresponds to 2p.
In a LC−blaze grating, the effect is produced by inducing a 0-2p staircase phase delay over a number of consecutive tracks and by repeating this sequence throughout the device. The beam can be steered by varying the width of the grating period and can be tuned to a given wavelength by optimiz− ing the height of the teeth (Fig. 1) . The higher number of steps in each tooth, the closer to an ideal analogue blazed grating and hence, the more efficient diffraction. On the other hand, considering the finite size of a pixel, the lower number of steps, the steeper the ramp, and hence the higher the diffraction angle.
The voltage needed for switching the optical phase shifter is a function of the liquid crystal material, cell thickness, and LC alignment. However, in high resolution devices, increas− ing the cell thickness causes the electric field to be spatially smeared across the LC layer; causing a fringing effect [3] . If the track separation and the cell thickness become compara− ble, the fringing effect becomes significant. The fringing causes partially in−plane switching over the area of several electrodes, and consequently reduces efficiency. For this rea− son, the cell thickness must be minimized [4] . This requires the use of highly birefringent LCs. In our case, transmissive 1.5−μm−thick cells have been filled with an experimental ne− matic liquid crystal having Dn~0.4 [5, 6] . Thickness could be further halved by using a reflective cell.
In a blaze grating, the fringing field is most significant and visible where the difference in the voltage between two successive electrodes is the highest, i.e., at the module−2p jump of the phase ramp.
An LC device is inherently birefringent and thus, the de− sired blaze−effect is achieved for one polarization only. In this case we have been employing a homogenously aligned nematic liquid crystal, and light polarized along the switch− ing plane.
Device design and driving
We have prepared a beam steering device using a liquid crystal configured to produce analogue phase−only retar− dations of the impinging beam. The device is based on a high resolution grating having 320−column tracks, 25−μm wide, and separated by 5 μm. The mask includes track fan−out, so that each track can be independently controlled by the external electronics [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Odd and even tracks are brought to opposite sides of the display, thus increasing the gap between consecutive connections and allowing straightforward connection for binary gratings that can be used as a simple characterization test of the grating perfor− mance. The separate track fan−out made it possible to choose an arbitrary maximum number of steps per staircase after production of the device.
In order to generate a staircase effect of n steps, the pix− els {1, n + 1, 2n + 1, etc.} have to be addressed by the same voltage as do {2, n + 2, 2n + 2, etc.} and so forth. Thus, the number of stairs is the same as the required number of waveform channels.
In this study we chose arbitrarily n = 8 (dividable into steps of 4 and 2) in order to simplify the design of the driver and to make it possible to use a commercial 8−channel arbi− trary waveform generator for initial testing.
Once the device was characterized, a simple circuit was designed in order to make it possible to drive the device us− ing a simple single channel bipolar square pulse generator. The circuit consisted of 8 parallel voltage separators, each of them with a variable resistor for separate fine−tuning of the 8 voltages [ Fig. 2(b) ]. This tuning is mandatory since the required linear variations of the refractive index do not cor− respond to linear voltage variations of the driving signal.
The relative power of every spot was measured with an integrating radiometer and their values were compared to the original incident beam to calculate the diffraction effi− ciency of every configuration.
LC cell design
In our experiment we have employed an experimental high bi− refringence material (W1660) [5] . The optical phase shifter consists of a layer of high birefringence liquid crystal sandwiched between two flat glass plates coated with a trans− parent electrode (ITO). One of these substrates has the above mentioned electrode pattern, while the opposing counter elec− trode is without photo lithography and connected to ground. Rubbed polyimide alignment (RN1199) was used for homoge− neous alignment of the nematic LC. The cell was mounted us− ing 1.5−μm silica spacers. The microscope texture of a liquid crystal with binary phase gratings in switching and no switch− ing states are shown in Fig. 3 . The two photographs showing two alternating stripes were taken with a polarizing micro− scope (Nikon Optiphot) between crossed polarizers with the grating aligned at 0°and 45°with respect to one of the crossed polarizers. Besides some imperfections, the material alignment is quite good and adequate for the device tests. No fringing ef− fects were visible either under microscospic inspection or in the diffraction patterns.
Diffraction studies
In order to modulate only the phase of incident light, the long axis of the LC molecules is oriented parallel to the po− larization of the incident light. When no voltage is applied to the grating, a diffraction pattern is observed due to the pixelated structure of the electrodes, in this case 80% of the incident light is directed to the zero order spot, the rest is ei− ther reflected by the cell surfaces or diffracted by the ITO pattern. When a voltage exceeding the threshold voltage V is applied across the liquid crystal thin film, the molecules tend to align with the field, thereby altering the effective re− fractive index to a limit that reaches the ordinary index n o . In this study, the device is illuminated with coherent light from a HeNe laser source (l = 632 nm).
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Binary grating
The initial test of the device was to measure the efficiency as binary gratings. Every second track of the device was fully switched (7 V), the remaining tracks were addressed with a varying voltage (0 V, 7 V). The intensity of 1 st , −1 st , and 0 th order diffraction peaks were measured simulta− neously (Fig. 4) . For 632−nm input wavelength, the mini− mum of the 0 th order is at 1.5 V, illustrating the voltage of the p−phase difference between the tracks. The fact that the 0 th order does not reduce all the way to 0, is due to the deadzone between pixels. The deviation angle of the beam (0.62°) is imposed by the pitch of the binary grating (~15 line pairs per mm). At 1.5 V, the beam is equally deviated to the 1 st and -1 st diffraction order spots [ Fig. 5(d) ] with a dif− fraction efficiency of 40% (measured with respect to the zero−field 0 th order spot). When switching off the grating, the beam returns in a centre within tens of milliseconds [ Fig. 5(a) ].
Blaze grating
The array electrodes are addressed to produce a discrete blazed−grating phase ramp across the aperture, by applying an almost linearly changing voltage over the decided num− ber of tracks. The repeated "saw tooth" periodic phase pro− file characteristic of a blazed grating as seen between crossed polarizers is shown in Fig. 6 . In the active area (320 tracks), the electrodes are 25−μm wide and spaced by 30 μm centre to centre. The electrodes were grouped into 8 sets of electrodes {1, 9, 17, 25, etc.}, {2, 10, 18, 28, etc.} and so on making 40 sub arrays or "teeth". The voltages for generating retardations of {0, p/4, p/2, 3/4p, p, 5/4p, 3/2p, and 7/4p radians} were determined. All of these 8 voltages were used to form the 8−step staircase ramp. A subset of these voltages has been used for generat− ing a 4−step ramp {0, p/2, p, 3/2p, 0, p/2, p, and 3/2p}, and of course the binary grating mentioned above {0, p, 0, p, 0, p, 0, and p}.
As it can be observed in Fig. 6 , no visible fringing is present in the display, even where the maximum voltage dif− ference between successive electrodes is at a maximum (i.e., at the 7/4p -phase jump between the darkest black and the successive light grey track in the figure) .
The beam steering and the diffraction efficiency of the binary, 4× and 8× blaze gratings are resumed in Table 1 
. Conclusions
We have the feasibility of using highly birefringent liquid crystals for making fringe−field free high resolution diffractive devices when using in−house built devices. Our future efforts within this field will be to reduce the track and inter−track widths in order to find the lower size limitation in LC−diffraction devices.
